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start, it will mean increased emphasis on
zero carbon and electric vehicles (EVs).
This was referenced in Boris Johnson’s
first speech as Prime Minister and there has
been increasing action by the Government
on promoting EVs and their infrastructure,
including new building regulations requiring EV charging points in all new housing.
We might expect to see more tax breaks
for EVs and more preferential treatment for
them in city parking and traffic regulation.
As it happens, moves towards electric will
also help achieve air quality targets in cities,
which are already installing clean air zones.
These are particularly targeting heavy
vehicles – buses and trucks, and also, in
some cases, vans and taxis. Buses are
moving towards electric fleets in some cities, but trucks are more difficult.
However, they can’t be exempt, and the
National Infrastructure Commission in
its report on freight transport has recommended a 2050 target for phasing out diesel
trucks and moving towards hydrogen.
Taxis are moving towards electric fleets
in many cities, but van operators face constraints on EV availability; there has even
been talk of cities promoting a manufacturer to supply them, which might disrupt
the diesel-led incumbents.
However, increasingly, it is clear that
moves to electric vehicles are only going to
be part of the story in transport’s contribution to tackling climate change.
The urgency of action is going to cast a
light on many other aspects of transport
policy and planning and is likely to result in
some significant changes. Analysis from
academics and consultants has confirmed
this – work for the Centre for Research
into Energy Demand Solutions (CREDS)
has shown the importance of changing the
demand for travel as well as the fuels and
technology used in transport .
As professor Jillian Anable says in the

Climate change action
must be swift and
coordinated
Transport and its infrastructure will come under
increased scrutiny, says the chair of Smart
Transport editorial board Stephen Joseph

T

‘

his changes everything’ is the
title of the Naomi Klein book
about climate change. And, in
the case of transport and cities
in the UK and elsewhere, climate change
and the response to it really does change
everything.
I hope I don’t need to repeat here the
science on climate change – the consensus that it is real, serious and the result of
human activity is now overwhelming.
At the 2015 UN climate change summit in Paris, the world’s nations agreed to
take action to limit temperature rises to
1.5 degrees, against scientific predictions
that business as usual would lead to up to
six degrees and that even a two-degree rise
would make areas of the planet uninhabitable or under threat of flooding.
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change has said that emissions need to be
sharply reduced within 12 years.
However, the Paris summit and the scientific reports behind it have not yet been
followed by committed programmes by
every country to meet the overarching target, and, of course, some governments, the

US and Brazil among them, are opposed to
any action. This has led to renewed political
campaigning, especially by young people
– school strikes following the lead of Greta
Thunberg, and Extinction Rebellion blocking streets and planning wider action, with
demands for citizens’ assemblies overseeing moves to net zero emissions within 10
years.
Opinion polls have shown the environment is among the top issues of public
concern, which is unusual – and high temperatures across Europe have added to this.
In the UK, the Government has responded
with a commitment, passed into law in
Parliament, to achieving net zero emissions by 2050. And there have been similar
commitments in the Welsh Assembly and
Scottish Parliament.
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A reduction in
car mileage of

20
%

is needed by 2030

Reducing
our carbon
footprint means
increasing
electric vehicle
usage

CREDS report: “Clean growth… means
considering the combined effects of continued car dependency leading to more urban
sprawl, inactive lifestyles and congestion
together with the lifecycle impacts of vehicles and batteries, charging infrastructure,
and road and car parking capacity”.
The environmental group Friends of the
Earth has published research from the
Transport for Quality of Life consultancy
under the title ‘More than electric cars: why
we need to reduce traffic to reach carbon
targets’. It contends that even with much
more rapid growth in EVs, we still need to
reduce car mileage by at least 20% by 2030.
I think this means the new focus on tackling climate change is likely to lead to much
wider transport policy changes and, indeed,
in other policy areas linked to transport.
What might this mean in practice?
First, major transport infrastructure
projects will come under scrutiny. Indeed,
this has already happened: the Welsh
Government has cancelled the high profile
M4 Relief Road in SE Wales, with the First
Minister citing environmental impacts in his
decision.
There was a widespread argument that
the project was incompatible with the
declaration of a climate emergency by the
Welsh Government and Assembly, and with
the Future Generations and Well-Being Act
the Welsh Government had passed.
Other local infrastructure projects are
coming under scrutiny by newly energised councils with a Climate Emergency
resolution – the western end of the OxfordCambridge expressway has faced new
opposition from Oxford City Council and
climate campaigners. I think we can expect
more questioning of previous infrastructure plans, especially road building which
is often pursued by local authorities so is
more likely to be directly in their control.
That’s not to say that there’ll be an

These have been backed by a report from
the Committee on Climate Change which
has shown how these commitments can
be met. In addition, Parliament and many
local authorities, including many cities, have
passed ‘climate emergency’ resolutions.
In all of this, transport is increasingly in the
firing line. It is now the sector in the UK with
the most CO2 emissions (26% or so), and
unlike other sectors has seen very limited
progress towards reductions. Also, these
figures don’t include UK contributions to
international aviation and shipping.
Transport is also a sector that everyone
understands and knows, or thinks they do,
so views on what should happen to it are
widespread – and intense.
So what might this new urgency on climate change mean for transport? For a
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ers”, those holding up measures to tackle
climate change, and talked about taking
new powers over local roads.
There’ll also be much more focus on spatial planning to reduce car use. As Smart
Transport issue 1 showed, this is important
in reducing car dependence.
A recent checklist produced by Transport
for New Homes (which I’m involved with)
shows the importance of the location,
design and local facilities as well as public
transport in determining levels of car use.
Traditionally, the UK has been terrible
at bringing together transport and spatial planning – a serious strategy to tackle
transport emissions will have to change
this, and use spatial planning to reduce
the need to travel by, for example, locating

end to spending on roads, but it might
end up being a different kind of spending on
different kinds of projects.
For example, hydrogen or electric infrastructure for trucks will have big impacts
on road networks – we might see transport
and energy infrastructure converging and
being planned together, as the German
Government intends to do. There may also
be more focus on intelligent management
of existing roads, using data to look at actual
use and target measures to reduce traffic.
Second, there’ll be much more interest
in managing demand for road traffic. As
a starting point, this may be about raising
vehicle occupancy, by supporting alternatives to single occupancy car commuting or
half-empty trucks.
There are already many groups working on this, but if allied to support in terms
of funding, priority on roads and work with
the big travel generators such as employers
and business parks, this might really take
off (the next report from the Commission
of Travel Demand, being released at the
Smart Transport conference in September,
covers these issues in more detail).
Again, technology makes vehicle sharing and car clubs much more feasible and
attractive than in the past.
Beyond sharing and increased occupancy, though, there are other forms of
demand management. Nottingham’s
workplace parking levy is sparking renewed
interest among other city authorities – the
Scottish Parliament recently added powers
for local authorities to make this levy to the
new Transport Bill in Scotland. The UltraLow Emission Zone in London and some
6
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York’s
electric bus
park ‘n’ ride
network in 2017

A number of
states in the

US
are testing
imposing mileage
charges to replace
fuel taxes

new housing and commercial development along public transport corridors with
relatively high densities to make them work
economically and environmentally.
And, of course, there will be the need for
radical improvements to public transport
– buses, trams and trains will all have to
expand and become zero emission through
electrification. There’ll be a need for new
forms of public transport – demandresponsive services, taxibuses and vehicles
carrying freight as well as passengers.
All of this may sound familiar. The key
point about the “climate emergency” is they
all have to be done together, ramped up
quickly and at scale.
Building the right things in the right
places, rather than the wrong things in the

clean air zone plans in other cities include
charging of polluting vehicles. And there
is renewed interest in general road user
charging, or an ‘eco-charge’ as it might
be called, especially given the decline in
receipts from fuel duty as EVs increase.
A number of US states are considering mileage charges to replace fuel taxes
(Oregon has been testing this for some time).
But charging might not just be for road
use or parking: there is interest in new
ways to pay for public transport or indeed
(as we’ve charted in the recent Smart
Transport) in making it completely free as
part of a universal basic mobility service.
There is talk of mobility vouchers covering all transport services, perhaps as
a trade in for replace diesel cars, or discounts/free travel for particular groups.
This is where MaaS (Mobility as a Service)
concepts could come into their own.
Even so, charging will be seen as politically risky, and simple changes in road
space might be easier. Both Leeds and
Liverpool City Region are developing plans
for road corridors with end-to-end bus
priority, much of it at junctions rather than
just more bus lanes, and with whole route
upgrades (electric buses, cycle parking at
bus stops etc).
Many cities are now developing cycle
networks and reduced traffic neighbourhoods like the Walthamstow miniHolland scheme in London and Greater
Manchester’s Beelines network. Even
these arouse controversy, though: after the
local council vetoed a Transport for London
cycle route along Holland Park, mayor
Sadiq Khan denounced “climate delay-

London’s
ultra-low
emission
zone charges
for polluting
vehicles

wrong places, ought to be manageable, but
it will take time and be challenging in winning hearts and minds.
In this respect, quick wins – a lot of high
quality electric buses with priority on key
routes, community bike projects, getting
employers on board with new travel options,
imaginative initiatives like beat the streets
that give people incentives to walk short
distances – are going to be key in making
people feel this is serious and to get change
happening quickly.
This will challenge conventional transport
planning and institutions. Environmental
campaigners in the north of England successfully argued that under the Climate
Change Act and also various devolution and
localism acts, Transport for the North was

As ever, money will talk – if
Government funds and taxes the
measures, projects and packages
that will set the UK and its
constituent parts on pathways to zero
carbon futures, others will follow
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obliged to come up with a low/zero carbon
pathway as part of its strategic transport
plan and work is going on to develop this.
Other sub-national transport bodies are
likely to have to follow suit.
One positive attraction of such pathways
and strategies is what the academics
call ‘co-benefits’. Broadly, the strategies
needed to cut greenhouse gas emissions
from transport are also good in other
respects – improving air quality, creating
places that are attractive to live and work in,
unhooking households from car dependence, increasing physical activity through
walking and cycling etc. All of these are
good things in themselves.
So the new focus on tackling
climate change, treating it as
an emergency, will lead to big
changes in transport. The different sectors represented
in Smart Transport have
between them a lot of the
answers and practical solutions. The key issue is whether
“changing everything” means
that these will come together to
give cities and the UK the packages of measures needed.
As ever, money will talk – if the
Government funds and taxes (or gives
tax benefits to) the measures, projects
and packages that will set the UK and its
constituent parts on pathways to zero carbon futures, others will follow. If it funds
and promotes carbon-generating transport projects and measures, it’ll contribute
to setting us on the road to dangerous
temperature rises.
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